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Description

two-side printing on double fed cut sheets.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
controlling the transport of sheets through a printing apparatus, in particular a digital printing apparatus. In particular, the invention is directed towards handling the occurrence of a double sheet event in a transport arrangement of the printing apparatus.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0002] In the field of digital printing it is known to have
a printing apparatus having at least one print module and
a transport arrangement defining a direction of transport
and being arranged for transporting sheets past said at
least one printing module for printing thereon. Sheets to
be printed are typically fed to the transport arrangement
from a paper feed device, which typically feeds sheets
one by one into the transport arrangement. During the
feeding of the sheets, it may occur that two (or more)
sheets are fed into the transport arrangement in a superimposed manner, which occurrence is designated herein
as a double sheet event. Such a double sheet event, if
undetected, typically leads to a paper jam during the
transport of the superimposed sheets through the printing
apparatus. If such a paper jam occurs, all the sheets currently in the transport arrangement have to be manually
removed and the printing apparatus has to be manually
reset to allow a restart thereof. Even though double sheet
events only occur sporadically, they may lead to considerable downtime of a printing apparatus during an extended period of time.
[0003] In order to avoid a paper jam due to a double
sheet event and the need to manually remove the sheets
from the transport arrangement, different approaches
have been taken in the past.
[0004] In one approach, which was used in the NexPress 2001 "Classic", a double sheet waste tray was
used between a paper feed device and a print module of
the NexPress 2001. Upon detection of a double sheet
event, the superimposed sheets were diverted towards
the waste tray in order to avoid a paper jam. Subsequently, all sheets in the transport path of the printing apparatus
were purged into the proofing tray of the printing apparatus. After the purging, the printing apparatus was automatically stopped and the operator was notified. The
operator then had to manually clear the proofing tray and
had to manually reset the printing apparatus for a restart
thereof. Even though this system may reduce down time
of the printing apparatus due to the fact that sheets in
the transport path did not have to be removed manually,
its still requires substantial input and time of an operator.
Furthermore, inasmuch as all sheets in the paper path
are purged to the proofing tray in the above system, a
large number of waste paper is generated.
[0005] JP 01 048733 describes a method to present
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[0006] It is therefore an object of the present invention,
to overcome one or more of the disadvantages of the
prior art.
[0007] In accordance with the present invention, a
method for controlling the transport of sheets through a
printing apparatus as set forth in claim 1 is provided. Further embodiments of the invention are claimed in the dependent claims.
[0008] In method for controlling the transport of sheets
through a printing apparatus having at least one print
module and a transport arrangement defining a direction
of transport, which is arranged for transporting sheets
past the at least one print module for printing thereon, a
print queue is set by assigning images to respective
sheets prior to feeding the respective sheets into the
transport arrangement. After sheets are fed into the
transport arrangement, it is detected whether a double
sheet feeding has occurred. Upon detecting a double
sheet feeding, the double sheets are deflected to a double sheet box which is arranged upstream of the at least
one print module. Furthermore, at least those sheets following the double sheets in the transport arrangement,
for which an image has already been assigned and which
are not in a duplex path, are guided to a waste box which
is arranged downstream of the at least one print module.
Finally, the print queue is automatically reset taking into
account those sheets deflected towards the double sheet
box and the waste box, and printing is continued without
stopping the print apparatus. The above method thus provides an automated process for handling double sheet
events in an efficient manner without the need for operator intervention.
[0009] The printing apparatus has at least one print
module, at least one sheet supply including a feeder and
a transport arrangement defining a transport path having
a direction of transport, which transport path is arranged
for transporting sheets from said sheet supply past the
at least one print module to a sheet output. The printing
apparatus also has a double sheet sensor arranged to
sense a double sheet event, i.e. occurrence of two superimposed sheets on said transport arrangement, which
double sheet sensor is arranged downstream of said paper supply and upstream of said at least one print module
in the direction of transport. A double sheet box is arranged downstream of the double sheet sensor and upstream of the at least one print module in the direction of
transport. A first deflector is provided, which is operable
to selectively deflect sheets on said transport arrangement towards the double sheet box. The printing apparatus has a waste box arranged downstream of said at
least one print module and a second deflector operable
to selectively deflect sheets on said transport arrangement towards said waste box. Such printing apparatus
allows in an efficient manner handling of a double sheet
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event. By separating a double sheet box from a waste
box it is possible to guide sheets correctly fed into the
transport arrangement towards the waste box past the
at least one print module which may facilitate stabilizing
the print process.
[0010] The foregoing and other objects, features and
advantages of the embodiments will be apparent from
the following more detailed description of exemplary embodiments of the method and apparatus, as illustrated in
the accompanying drawings.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0011]
15

Fig. 1
Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

is a schematic side view of an electro photographic printing apparatus;
is a schematic timeline of certain events taking
place during the electro photographic printing
process;
is a simplified schematic side view of an electro
photographic printing apparatus showing a normal operation of the printing apparatus;
is a simplified schematic side view of an electro
photographic printing apparatus showing a first
application of the method for controlling the
transport of sheets through the printing apparatus;
is a simplified schematic side view of an electro
photographic printing apparatus showing an alternative application of the method for controlling the transport of sheets through the printing
apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
[0012] The following description uses relative terms
such as left right above and below, which relative terms
refer to the drawings and should not be construed to limit
the application.
[0013] Fig. 1 shows a schematic side view of an electro-photographic printing apparatus 1. The printing apparatus 1 has a housing 3 for mounting different elements
therein or thereon, as will be described in more detail
herein below. Within the housing 3, a transport arrangement 6 defining a transport path 7 is provided. The following are arranged within the housing 3 along the transport path 7: a sheet supply 9, a double sheet sensor arrangement 11, a double sheet box 13, a sheet-aligner
15, a print unit 17, a fuser 19 and an inverter 21.
[0014] External to the housing a proofing tray 23, a
sheet output 25 and a waste box 27 are provided. Even
though these elements are shown outside of the housing
3, they may also be integrated within the housing 3.
[0015] The transport arrangement 6 may be of any suitable type for transporting a sheet along the transport path
through the printing apparatus 1 and to a sheet receptacle, such as the double sheet box 13, the proofing tray
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23, the sheet output 25 or the waste box 27. The transport
arrangement 6 as a whole may be formed by a plurality
of individual transport devices, which are driven by respective drives and controlled by a controller, for synchronization of a sheet transport throughout the printing
apparatus 1. Sheets, which are fed from the sheet supply
9 into the transport path 7 are moved along a direction
of transport as indicated by arrow A throughout the printing apparatus 1.
[0016] The sheet supply 9 has a storage compartment
30 for storing a stack of sheets 32 and a feeder (not
shown) for feeding sheets 32 into the transport path as
indicated by the dashed line B. The sheet supply 9 can
be of any suitable design for feeding individual sheets 32
into the transport path 7. Even though, Fig. 1 only shows
a single sheet supply 9, several sheet supplies, which
may for example hold different types of sheets may be
provided. These sheet supplies may be arranged in a
manner that the sheets are in substance fed into the
transport arrangement 6 at the same position.
[0017] The double sheet sensor arrangement 11 is arranged downstream along the transport path 7 with respect to the sheet supply 9. The double sheet sensor
arrangement 11 may be of any suitable for detecting a
double sheet event, i.e. the occurrence of two superposed sheets 32 in the transport path 7. The double sheet
sensor arrangement 11 is connected to a controller (not
shown) to initiate appropriate action in the event of a double sheet event, as will be described in more detail herein
below.
[0018] The double sheet box 13 is arranged downstream of the double sheet sensor arrangement 11 along
the transport path 7. The double sheet box 13 has a compartment 34 for receiving a plurality of sheets 32, and a
deflector 35, for deflecting sheets from said transport
path 7 towards the compartment 34. As shown in Fig. 1,
the deflector 35 is movable between a non-deflecting position shown by the solid line and a deflecting position
shown by a dashed line in Fig. 1. As will be described in
more detail herein below, the deflector 35 is typically in
the non-deflecting position, and only upon occurrence of
a double sheet event it is moved towards the deflecting
position in order to guide superposed sheets in the transport path towards the compartment 34. The double sheet
box may have means for monitoring the fill level thereof,
as a full double sheet box may lead to a paper jam scenario. On way of monitoring is counting the double sheet
events and giving out a notice to the operator to clear the
double sheet box after a certain amount of double sheet
events, to thereby avoid overfilling the double sheet box.
Emptying of the double sheet box may also be monitored,
for example by a safety switch indicating opening of the
double sheet box, which is then taken as an indicator,
that it is emptied. Also a sensor directly sensing the fill
level of the double sheet box may be provided.
[0019] The sheet aligner 15 is arranged downstream
of the double sheet box along the transport path 7. The
sheet aligner 15 may be of any suitable type for aligning
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sheets 32 in the transport path for example with respect
to skew, with respect to a cross track position, i.e. at right
angle to the direction of transport A, and with respect to
an in-track position, i.e. in the direction of transport A.
The sheet aligner 15 may have a pre-alignment section
37 and a final alignment section 38, as is known in the art.
[0020] The print unit 17 is arranged downstream of the
sheet aligner 15 and may have one or more electro-photographic print modules 40. The printing apparatus 1 as
shown in Fig. 1 has five electro-photographic print modules 40 for the application of toner onto a sheet 32, in a
known manner. Depending on the application, a lower or
higher number of printing modules 40 may be provided.
[0021] Downstream of the printing unit 17 a fuser 19
is provided. The fuser 19 may be of any suitable type for
fusing toner applied by the print modules 40 to a sheet
32. The fuser 19 may be of a contact type using for example fusing rollers and/or a fuser belt, or of a non-contact type using for example UV-radiation or microwaves
for fusing a toner to a sheet. The type of fuser 19 is at
least partially dependent on the toner used in the print
module 40.
[0022] Downstream of the fuser 19, a guide 42 is provided for selectively guiding a sheet 32 in the transport
path 7 towards the proofing tray 23, the sheet output 25
or downwards towards the waste box 27 or inverter 21.
The guide 42 may be of any suitable design as will be
apparent to a skilled person for guiding a sheet along
one of the selected paths.
[0023] A further guide 44 is provided downstream of
the guide 42 along the transport path 7, for selectively
guiding a sheet 32 towards the waste box 27 or further
along the transport path 7 to inverter 21 for duplex printing
of the sheet. The guide 44 may again be of any suitable
type for guiding a sheet in the desired direction.
[0024] Inverter 21 is arranged downstream of the guide
44 along the transport path 7 and upstream of the sheet
supply 9. The sheet inverter 21 is of any suitable type for
inverting a sheet in the transport path, to allow duplex
printing of a sheet 32. Inverter 21 is preferably of a type,
in which the sheet is inverted in such a manner, that the
leading edge of the sheet is not changed during the inversion process.
[0025] The section of the transport path 7 extending
between sheet supply 9 to the guide 42 may be called a
simplex path, while the section extending between guide
42 and sheet supply 9 may be called a duplex path.
[0026] The proofing tray 23 may be any suitable tray
for receiving sheets 32 thereon for proofing purposes, as
known in the art. The sheet output 25 may again be of
any suitable design for receiving printed sheets 32. As
shown in Fig. 1, the sheet output 25 has a tray 46, which
may be moved up and down, as indicated by doubleheaded arrow C, depending on the number of sheets
stacked thereon.
[0027] Similarly, the waste box 27 may be of any suitable design for receiving a plurality of sheets, and may
have the same general structure as the sheet output 25,
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including a tray 48 which is movable up and down as
indicated by the double-headed arrow D in Fig. 1. Sheet
output 25 is typically much larger than waste box 27 as
it is expected to receive a much higher number of sheets.
[0028] In the following, normal operation for simplex
printing of sheets in the printing apparatus 1 will be described with reference to Figs. 1 to 3. Fig. 2 shows a
schematic time line of different events taking place during
the printing process, while Fig. 3 shows a simplified schematic of the printing apparatus used for explaining printing operation.
[0029] In Fig. 3, the same reference signs as used in
Fig. 1 will be used for equivalent or similar elements. The
simplified view of Fig. 3 shows a transport path 7, a sheet
supply 9, a double sheet sensor arrangement 11, a double sheet box 13, a print module 40, a waste box 27 and
an inverter 21, which are arranged along the transport
path 7 in the above referenced order.
[0030] Fig. 3 also shows so-called frames 50, 50’, corresponding to desired sheet positions along the transport
path, to which virtual images in a print queue are assigned, as will be explained in more detail herein below.
The frames 50 represent frames which are synchronized
with the virtual images, while frames 50’ show unsynchronized frames. As will be obvious to the skilled person,
the frames 50, 50’ are not stationary but move along the
transport path in accordance with the speed of the transport arrangement and Fig. 3 only shows the respective
frame positions at an exemplary point in time. Where
sheets 32 are present in the position of a frame 50, this
is shown by hatching.
[0031] At 52 a print queue for the printing process,
which corresponds to electrical signals, is represented
in a schematic manner. Reference sign 54 represents a
virtual image in the print queue, which is to be printed
onto a sheet 32 in print module 40.
[0032] As indicated in Fig. 2, at a time Tassign, an image
will be assigned to a frame 50’ in accordance with a print
job. At a time Tsync, this frame is synchronized with the
assigned image, taking into account the speed of the
transport arrangement 6, and the print module 40, to
achieve a synchronized frame 50. At a time Tfeed, a sheet
32 is fed into the position of a frame 50 (as indicated by
showing the frame 50 hatched in Fig. 3). After the sheet
has been fed into the frame position, at a time Tdsd it is
detected, whether more than one sheet is present in a
frame position (i.e. a double sheet event has occurred),
which is not the case during normal operation. If no double sheet event has occurred, the sheet 32 is then further
transported towards the print module 40, where an image
is printed onto sheet 32 in accordance with the previous
assignment.
[0033] Even though not shown in Fig. 3, proper alignment of a sheet 32 with its synchronized frame position
50 may be achieved in an aligner 15 as shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, Fig. 3 only shows a single print module 40,
but the skilled person will realize that further print modules may be provided, each for example printing a single
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color image onto the sheet 32, in order to generate a
multi-color image. After printing an image onto the sheet,
the image is fused thereto and the sheet can be guided
towards a sheet output, which is not shown in Fig. 3. The
above represents normal operation of a simplex printing
operation for a sheet 32.
[0034] In a duplex printing operation, the sheets, after
fusing the image thereto would not be guided to a sheet
output, but into a duplex section of the transport path 7,
as explained with respect to Fig. 1. The sheet would then
be inverted in the inverter 21 and images would then be
assigned to the thus inverted sheets in accordance with
their corresponding frame positions.
[0035] Fig. 4 shows a simplified schematic side view
of an electro-photographic printing apparatus corresponding to Fig. 3, showing the occurrence of a double
sheet event during a simplex printing operation. In accordance with Fig. 4, a first application of a method for
controlling the transport of sheets through the printing
apparatus upon occurrence of a double sheet event will
be described. In Fig. 4 the same reference signs will be
used as used in Fig. 3.
[0036] Operation is identical to the operation previously described up until the point, that a double sheet event
is detected by the double sheet sensor arrangement 11.
If such a double sheet event is detected, all the sheets
32, which were fed into the transport path 7 upstream of
the superposed sheets 32 are handled in the normal manner, i.e. an image in accordance with the assigned virtual
image in the print queue is printed thereon in print module
40. Subsequently these images are fused to the respective sheet and the sheet is then guided to the sheet output.
[0037] The virtual image 54 in print queue 52 which
was assigned to the frame 50, in which the double sheet
event has occurred is deleted, and all of the virtual images
54 in the print queue 52 already assigned to frames 50,
50’ downstream of the frame 50, in which the double
sheet event has occurred are also deleted from the print
queue. The superposed sheets in the frame 50, in which
the double sheet event has occurred, are deflected towards the double sheet box 13 by activating the deflector
35 to move into the deflecting position, as shown by the
dashed line. Any sheets 32, which have already been
fed into a transport path 7 downstream of the frame 50,
in which the double sheet event has occurred, are guided
through print module 40 into waste box 27. Inasmuch as
the virtual images have been deleted from the print queue
52, no images are printed onto these sheets 32. Feeding
to those frame positions 50, 50’, to which virtual images
54 had previously been assigned in the print queue 52,
but which are now deleted is stopped.
[0038] The print queue 52 is then automatically reset
by re-assigning the virtual image previously assigned to
the frame 50, in which the double sheet event had occurred to a new frame 50’, which frame 50’ is arranged
downstream of the frames 50, 50’, to which a virtual image had been assigned, but which were deleted from the
print queue 52. Subsequently, these frames 50’ are syn-
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chronized and sheets are feed into the position of the
thus synchronized frames 50, in order to resume normal
printing operation. It is possible to feed a sheet 32 to a
position of a frame (or several frames) which is (are) arranged upstream of the first frame, to which an image
has been reassigned. These sheets are guided through
the print module without printing thereon and may subsequently be guided to the waste box 27. These sheets
may act as so-called leader sheets for stabilizing the
printing process, as known in the art.
[0039] The method described above, thus allows continuous operation of a printing apparatus despite the occurrence of a double sheet event within the transport
path.
[0040] Fig. 5 shows another simplified schematic side
view of an electro-photographic printing apparatus corresponding to Fig. 3, showing the occurrence of a double
sheet event during a duplex printing operation. In accordance with Fig. 5, a second exemplary application of a
method for controlling the transport of sheets through the
printing apparatus upon occurrence of a double sheet
event will be described. In Fig. 5 the same reference signs
will be used as used in Fig. 3. Inasmuch as Fig. 5 shows
a duplex mode of operation, several sheets are shown,
which are in the duplex path (i.e. an image has been
printed on one side and they are inverted for printing on
the reverse side thereof), these sheets are indicated by
solid frames 58 in Fig. 5.
[0041] Operation is identical to the operation previously described up until the point, that a double sheet event
is detected by the double sheet sensor arrangement 11.
If such a double sheet event is detected, all the sheets
32, which were fed into the transport path 7 upstream of
the superposed sheets 32 are handled in the normal manner, i.e. an image in accordance with the assigned virtual
image in the print queue is printed thereon in print module
40. Subsequently these images are fused to the respective sheet and the sheet is then guided into the duplex
path.
[0042] The virtual image 54 in print queue 52 which
was assigned to the frame 50, in which the double sheet
event has occurred is deleted. Also those virtual images
54 in the print queue 52, which have been assigned to
frames 50 downstream of the frame 50, in which the double sheet event has occurred, and which frames do not
belong to sheets in the duplex path are also deleted from
the print queue 52. Those virtual images 54 assigned to
frames 58, i.e. to frames belonging to sheets in the duplex
path, remain in the print queue.
[0043] The superposed sheets in the frame 50, in
which the double sheet event has occurred, are deflected
towards the double sheet box 13 by activating the deflector 35 to move into the deflecting position, as shown
by the dashed line. Any sheets 32, which have already
been fed into the transport path 7 downstream of the
frame 50, in which the double sheet event has occurred,
and which are not in a duplex run are guided through
print module 40 into waste box 27. Inasmuch as the virtual
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images have been deleted from the print queue 52, no
images are printed onto these sheets 32. Feeding to
those frame positions 50, 50’, to which virtual images 54
had previously been assigned in the print queue 52, but
which are now deleted is stopped. It is, however, possible
to feed a sheet 32 to a position of a frame (or several
frames) which is (are) arranged upstream of the first
frame 58, i.e. a frame belonging to a sheet which is in a
duplex run. This (these) sheet(s) is (are) guided through
the print module without printing thereon and may subsequently be guided to the waste box 27. This (these)
sheets may act as so-called leader sheets for stabilizing
the printing process, as known in the art.
[0044] Those sheets in frames 58 are guided through
the print modules and printing on these sheets is performed in accordance with the virtual images 54 in the
print queue 52, as these images were not deleted therefrom. Subsequently these images are fused to the sheets
and the sheets are guided towards the sheet output 25.
[0045] The print queue 52 is then automatically reset
by assigning virtual images 54 first to frames 58, i.e.
frames belonging to sheets 32 which are to be printed
on the reverse side, including those sheets 32, which
were in the position upstream of frame 50, in which the
double sheet event has occurred. Then, the virtual image
54, which was previously assigned to the frame 50, in
which the double sheet event has occurred is assigned
to a frame 50’ following the frames 58, and normal printing
operation resumed. The method described above, thus
allows continuous duplex operation of a printing apparatus despite the occurrence of a double sheet event within
the transport path.
[0046] The invention has been described above with
reference to specific embodiments of the invention. The
scope of the invention is defined by the appended claims.

perposed double sheet in the transport arrangement (6), for which an image has already been
assigned and which are not in a duplex path, to
a waste box (27), which is arranged downstream
of the at least one print module (40);
- automatically resetting the print queue and
continuing to print without stopping the printing
apparatus (1).
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2.

The method of claim 1, wherein resetting the print
queue comprises deleting the previous assignments
of images for those sheets which are guided to the
double sheet box (13) and the waste box (27) and
rescheduling assignment of these images to respective sheets to be fed into the transport arrangement
(6).

3.

The method of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein setting the print queue (52) is done in a batch
manner, wherein a batch of two or more sheets to
be printed on a first side is followed by a batch of two
or more sheets, which are in a duplex path and have
a print on the first side and are to be printed on a
second side.

4.

The method of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein resetting the print queue comprises deleting
the previous assignments of images for those sheets
which are in the same batch, in which the double
sheet event has occurred, and rescheduling assignment of these images to respective sheets to be fed
into the transport arrangement (6) following printing
of the sheets in the duplex path.

5.

The method of any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein at
least one sheet is feed into the transport arrangement (6) prior to a sheet having a rescheduled image
assignment, which at least one sheet is guided to
said waste box (27), which is arranged downstream
of the at least one print module (40).

6.

The method of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein feeding sheets into the transport arrangement is stopped after detecting a double sheet event
until the print queue is reset.

7.

The method of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein all sheets following the double sheet, which
have previously been fed into the transport arrangement (6) are guided to said waste box (27).

8.

The method any one of the preceding claims, wherein a notification is given to an operator, indicating the
occurrence of a double sheet event.
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Claims
1.

A method for controlling the transport of sheets
through a printing apparatus (1) having at least one
print module (40) and a transport arrangement (6)
defining a direction of transport (A), arranged for
transporting sheets (32) past said at least one print
module (40) for printing thereon, said method comprising the steps of:
- setting a print queue (52) by assigning images
to respective sheets, prior to feeding the respective sheets into the transport arrangement (6);
- feeding sheets into the transport arrangement;
- detecting whether a double sheet feeding has
occurred;
- deflecting superposed double sheets to a double sheet box (13), which is arranged upstream
of the at least one print module (40); characterized in that said method comprises the steps of:
- guiding at least those sheets following the su-
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Patentansprüche
1.

Verfahren zur Steuerung des Transports von Blättern durch eine Druckvorrichtung (1), die mindestens
ein Druckmodul (40) und eine Transportanordnung
(6) aufweist, die eine Transportrichtung (A) definiert,
wobei die Druckvorrichtung derart angeordnet ist,
dass sie Blätter (32) zum Bedrucken am mindestens
einen Duckmodul (40) vorbeitransportiert, wobei das
Verfahren die folgenden Schritte aufweist:
- Einstellen eines Druckauftrags (52) durch Zuordnen von Bildern zu entsprechenden Blättern,
ehe die jeweiligen Blätter in die Transportanordnung (6) gefördert werden;
- Fördern von Blättern in die Transportanordnung;
- Erkennen, ob ein Doppelblatt-Transport stattgefunden hat;
- Umlenken übereinander liegender Doppelblätter zu einem Doppelblattbehälter (13), der
stromaufwärts vom mindestens einen Druckmodul (40) angeordnet ist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren folgende Schritte umfasst:
- Lenken mindestens der Blätter, die dem überlagerten Doppelblatt in der Transportanordnung
(6) folgen und denen ein Bild bereits zugeordnet
wurde und die sich nicht in einer Duplexbahn
befinden, zu einem Abfallbehälter (27), der
stromabwärts vom mindestens einen Druckmodul (40) angeordnet ist;
- automatisches Zurücksetzen des Druckauftrags und Fortsetzen des Druckvorgangs, ohne
die Druckvorrichtung (1) anzuhalten.

2.

3.

4.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin das Zurücksetzen
des Druckauftrags den Schritt des Löschens der vorherigen Zuordnung von Bildern zu jenen Blättern umfasst, die zum Doppelblattbehälter (13) und zum Abfallbehälter (27) gelenkt werden, und den Schritt des
Neuordnens der Zuordnung dieser Bilder zu entsprechenden Blättern, die in die Transportanordnung (6) gefördert werden sollen.
Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das Einstellen des Druckauftrags (52) stapelweise erfolgt, wobei auf einen Stapel aus zwei
oder mehr auf einer ersten Seite zu bedruckenden
Blättern ein Stapel aus zwei oder mehr Blättern folgt,
die sich in einer Duplexbahn befinden und die bereits
einen Aufdruck auf der ersten Seite haben, auf einer
zweiten Seite aber noch zu bedrucken sind.

12

Schritt des Löschens der vorherigen Zuordnung von
Bildern zu jenen Blättern umfasst, die im gleichen
Stapel sind, in dem sich Doppelblätter befinden, und
den Schritt des Neuordnens der Zuordnung dieser
Bilder zu entsprechenden Blättern, die nach dem Bedrucken der Blätter in der Duplexbahn in die Transportanordnung (6) gefördert werden sollen.

5

5.

Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, worin
mindestens ein Blatt in die Transportanordnung (6)
gefördert wird, ehe ein Blatt eine neue Bildzuordnung hat, wobei das mindestens eine Blatt in einen
Abfallbehälter (27) gelenkt wird, der stromabwärts
vom mindestens einen Druckmodul (40) angeordnet
ist.

6.

Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das Fördern von Blättern in die Transportanordnung nach dem Erkennen eines Doppelblattes angehalten wird, bis der Druckauftrag zurückgesetzt ist.

7.

Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin alle dem Doppelblatt folgenden Blätter,
die zuvor in die Transportanordnung (6) gefördert
wurden, zum Abfallbehälter (27) gelenkt werden.

8.

Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin eine Bedienungsperson eine Benachrichtigung erhält, die das Vorkommen eines Doppelblattes anzeigt.
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Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das Zurücksetzen des Druckauftrags den

7

Procédé pour contrôler le transport de feuilles dans
un appareil d’impression (1) ayant au moins un module d’impression (40) et un système de transport
(6) définissant une direction de transport (A), disposés pour transporter des feuilles (32) devant ledit au
moins un module d’impression (40) afin de l’imprimer, ledit procédé comprenant les étapes de :
- création d’une file d’attente d’impression (52)
en assignant des images à des feuilles respectives, avant l’introduction des feuilles respectives dans le système de transport (6) ;
- introduction des feuilles dans le système de
transport ;
- détection de l’introduction de doubles feuilles ;
- déviation des doubles feuilles superposées
vers une boîte pour doubles feuilles (13), disposée en amont du au moins un module d’impression (40) ; caractérisé en ce que ledit procédé
comprend les étapes de :
- guidage au moins des feuilles qui suivent la
double feuille superposée dans le système de
transport (6), pour lesquelles une image a déjà

13
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été assignée et qui ne se trouvent pas dans un
trajet d’impression recto-verso, vers une boîte
à déchet (27), qui est disposée en aval du au
moins un module d’impression (40) ;
- réinitialisation automatique de la file d’attente
d’impression et poursuite de l’impression sans
arrêter l’appareil d’impression (1)
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la réinitialisation de la file d’attente d’impression comprend la suppression des assignations d’images précédentes pour les feuilles qui sont guidées vers la
boîte pour doubles feuilles (13) et la boîte à déchet
(27) et la réassignation de ces images à des feuilles
respectives devant être introduites dans le système
de transport (6).
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel la création de la file d’attente d’impression (52) est effectuée en discontinu,
dans lequel un lot de deux ou plusieurs feuilles devant être imprimées sur une première face est suivi
d’un lot de deux ou plusieurs feuilles, qui se trouvent
dans un trajet d’impression recto-verso et ont une
impression sur la première face et doivent être imprimés sur la deuxième face.
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel la réinitialisation de la file
d’attente d’impression comprend la suppression des
assignations d’images précédentes pour les feuilles
appartenant au lot dans lequel s’est produit l’événement de double feuille, et la réassignation de ces
images à des feuilles respectives devant être introduites dans le système de transport (6) après l’impression des feuilles dans le trajet d’impression
recto-verso.
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
2 à 4, dans lequel au moins une feuille est introduite
dans le système de transport (6) avant une feuille
ayant une assignation d’image reprogrammée, ladite au moins une feuille étant guidée vers une boîte
à déchet (27), qui est disposée en aval du au moins
un module d’impression (40).
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel l’introduction des feuilles
dans le système de transport est arrêtée après la
détection d’un événement de double feuille jusqu’à
ce que la file d’attente d’impression soit réinitialisée.
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel toutes les feuilles qui suivent la double feuille, qui ont été précédemment introduites dans le système de transport (6), sont guidées vers ladite boîte à déchet (27).

8.
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8

14

Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel une notification est transmise à l’opérateur pour signaler la survenue d’un
événement de double feuille.
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